Embryo Transfer – A Different Side
Letter from R. Glenn Sikura, Hill ‘n’ Dale Farms
To follow are my thoughts on what I consider to be a very serious issue. The
comments are mine and mine alone and should not be misconstrued as those of
any of the equine organizations of which I am a member.
For eight consecutive years the best, (most valuable) mare that I have ever
owned got pregnant, had a good foal and we either sold the offspring for a
significant sum (two foals for in excess of $1,000,000 each), or raced the offspring with considerable success. She produced two multiple stakes winners
and a syndicated colt that has proven to be a useful regional sire.
Everything came to an unexpected halt when this mare had a severe dystocia.
On top of losing her foal, she also tore her cervix. She was not rebred in that
year or the next. The three following years have resulted in consecutive pregnancies but no live foal. Since the foaling injury she has thus far been unable
to carry a foal to full term. This is in spite of all the efforts of a talented and
dedicated farm management team and surgery to the affected area. If I had
owned a standardbred, or any number of other equine breeds, there would be
a solution – embryo transfer.
Many people hear “embryo transfer” and instead they react to “artificial
insemination”. They are not the same thing. Not even remotely. What I am
suggesting is the acceptance of embryo transfer (currently a banned practice in
the thoroughbred horse business), as a viable method for producing a live foal
that can, and should have, all of the responsibilities and privileges of any other
“registered” thoroughbred foal.
Disqualifying a foal from a quality mare does not make sense on any level. There is no opening of a genetic “Pandora’s box”. It does not bring us
any closer to cloning or creating foals in petri dishes. It would not be an
unmanageable process (it’s already being done in other breeds). It is humane,
sensible and long overdue.
I am not talking about a mare that may pass on an inherent genetic weakness
but a mare that has been rendered non-productive due to injury.
To deprive a breeder of the ability to access this viable method causes
significant and unnecessary economic hardship. I have paid bill after bill
with faint hope of success all the while participating in a business that can be
extremely difficult at the best of times. Furthermore, the Jockey Club slogan
“dedicated to the improvement of Thoroughbred Breeding and Racing since
1894” is in direct contrast with the policy that would exclude such a mare from
this procedure.
In embryo transfer, the specific mare is bred like any other thoroughbred
broodmare-via live cover. At seven days post ovulation, the conceptus is
flushed out and implanted in a “host” mare. Not several fertilized eggs and
several mares, just one. It is done by a professional veterinarian in a controlled
setting. Records are kept, the process is monitored and everybody is the better
for it.
Rather than resisting this concept without appropriate discussion, there
should be immediate dialogue. “It’s the way it always has been done” is not an
intellectual response to a situation that is this important.
Yours Truly,
R. Glenn Sikura
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